
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Analysis of key trends and drivers for data sharing in financial services.
•• Analysis of the regulatory environment and competitive strategies.
•• Consumer comfort and motivations for sharing financial data.
•• Use of different financial services tools and services.
•• Attitudes towards sharing financial data.
•• Awareness and use of Open Banking.

On the whole, consumers are comfortable sharing their financial data with
financial services companies. Consumers are most willing to share their data
with a retail bank or building society (61%) or an insurance company (47%). This
strong level of comfort is driven by both convenience and financial rewards to
share this data.

For the majority of consumers, budgeting has become a crucial aspect of
managing everyday finances. They welcome innovation that helps them to do
this more easily, demonstrating the value of Open Banking in offering tools to
help consumers budget and navigate the cost of living crisis.

Financial circumstance plays an important role in attitudes towards sharing
financial data. Those who are in more vulnerable situations are far warier over
whether to share their data and 56% worry that sharing this information may
result in them being turned down for financial products. This lack of trust
creates challenges for banks and insurers as they try to support vulnerable
customers navigate difficult circumstances.

Data sharing offers opportunities for consumers to access discounts and 37% of
consumers are motivated by discounts and rewards to share financial data.
Trade-offs have become more prevalent as household budgets tighten.
However, in financial services, consumers are reluctant to forego quality when
choosing financial products.
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“2023 marks the fifth
anniversary of Open Banking
in the UK, reflecting the
innovation in technology and
data usage in financial
services. One fifth of
consumers are more willing to
share their financial data as a
result of the cost of living
crisis.”
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Financial Services Analyst
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Figure 8: Use of financial apps and services, 2023
• Room for growth in promoting Open Banking technology

Figure 9: Awareness and use of Open Banking, 2023
• Consumers don’t resonate with Open Banking terminology

Figure 10: Likely use of Open Banking in the future, 2023

• Open Banking offers tools to help consumers navigate cost
of living crisis

• Data sharing offers opportunity for consumers to access
discounts

• Reassure vulnerable customers over the benefits of data
sharing

• Open Banking brings convenience to consumers in GDPR
era

• Six of the nine largest retail banks fully implement open
banking roadmap

• Seven million consumers and SMEs now using Open Banking
• Pensions Dashboards will bring similar technology to

retirement sector
• Reward data-sharing with eco-spending guidance and

rewards
Figure 11: Sharing financial data for environmental spending
guidance, by age, 2022

• Financial wellbeing shows signs of recovery
Figure 12: Mintel Consumer financial wellbeing index, 2016-23

• Trading data for discounts becomes more popular
• Consumers generate an ever-growing amount of

transaction data
Figure 13: Payment method frequencies, 2023

• FCA becomes data-driven organisation
• Committee created to help UK Open Banking grow
• Consumer Duty regulations focus industry’s attention on

consumer outcomes
• Data breaches are a rare but have far reaching impacts
• Warnings over Open Banking failures
• ICO backs new data sharing schemes to protect gamblers
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• Digital tools help consumers manage finances during cost
of living crisis

• Partnerships help to bring better outcomes to consumers
• Moneyhub partners with Voyant
• Equifax uses Open Banking to speed up mortgage

applications
• Chase integrates with Nutmeg
• Tech group launches biometrics-based authentication
• FinTech Rita helps consumers to earn from their data
• ClearScore buys budgeting platform Money Dashboard

• On the whole, consumers are comfortable sharing financial
data
Figure 14: Level of comfort sharing financial data, 2023

• Those in more difficult financial situations are less
comfortable sharing financial data
Figure 15: Level of comfort sharing financial data with a retail
bank/building society or insurance company, by financial
situation, 2023

• Consumers are more sceptical when it comes to lenders
• Under-35s drive comfort sharing data with payment

providers
Figure 16: Level of comfort sharing financial data with
payment providers, by age, 2023

• Use financial rewards to drive data sharing
Figure 17: Motivators to share financial data with a financial
services company, 2023

• Women are less likely to be motivated by benefits
Figure 18: Motivators to share financial data with a financial
services company, by gender, 2023

• Use communications to demonstrate benefits of Open
Banking
Figure 19: TURF Analysis – Data Sharing in Financial Services,
2023

• Consumers wary about sharing social media and web
browsing data

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND LAUNCH ACTIVITY

LEVEL OF COMFORT SHARING FINANCIAL DATA

MOTIVATORS TO SHARE FINANCIAL DATA

TYPES OF FINANCIAL DATA CONSUMERS ARE WILLING TO
SHARE
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Figure 20: Types of financial data consumers would be willing
to share with a financial services company, 2023

• Financial situation does not dictate willingness to share
loan and credit data

• Sharing BNPL transaction data could help consumers track
their spending
Figure 21: Types of financial data consumers would be willing
to share with a financial services company, by age, 2023

• Data privacy is a top concern for consumers
Figure 22: Attitudes towards trust sharing financial data with
financial services companies, 2023

• More than half of struggling consumers worry that sharing
data may lead to being turned down
Figure 23: Concerns that sharing financial information may
result in getting turned down for financial products, by
financial situation, 2023

• One if five more willing to share data as a result of the cost
of living crisis
Figure 24: Attitudes towards sharing financial data, 2023

• Promote availability of the current account switching
service

• Pandemic drives adoption of financial apps
Figure 25: Use of financial apps and services, 2023

• Younger generations drive use of payments apps
Figure 26: Use of payments apps, by age, 2023

• Online financial advice remains niche
• Consumers stick to using minimal number of apps and

tools…
Figure 27: Repertoire analysis – number of financial apps
and tools used, 2023

• …and 25-34s use the most apps and tools
Figure 28: Repertoire analysis – number of financial apps
and tools used, by age, 2023

• Room for growth in promoting Open Banking technology
Figure 29: Awareness and use of Open Banking, 2023

• Significant generational shift in awareness of Open Banking
Figure 30: Awareness and use of Open Banking, by
generation, 2023

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SHARING FINANCIAL DATA

USE OF FINANCIAL SERVICES TOOLS

AWARENESS AND USE OF OPEN BANKING
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• Despite many reporting use of finance apps, awareness of
Open Banking is limited
Figure 31: Awareness and use of open banking, by use of
financial services tools, 2023

• Consumers don’t resonate with Open Banking terminology
Figure 32: Likely use of Open Banking in the future, 2023

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology
• TURF analysis methodology

Figure 33: Table - TURF Analysis – Data Sharing in Financial
Services, 2023

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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